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An Enraged Wife Wielding a Chainsaw, Moonshine, and a Blowout With BulletsSavannah Jefferies
owns the Teasen & Pleasen Hair Salon in tiny Knockemstiff, LA. Her days are filled with local gossip
that turns into a monsoon when Savannah finds the dead body of an upstanding member of the
community. As the investigation intensifies, secrets are revealed that could cost one man a limb.
Find out what happens when Savannah searches for a killer and finds a slew of fascinating secrets
her townsfolk are hiding.
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I have read a variety of books by this author, and I have to say this is one of the most interesting of
all. In a small town of 772 people (maybe a few less by the time this book is over) everyone knows
everybody's business. People gather at the coffee station at the hair salon to share gossip,
er...news. When a very likeable girl is found murdered and cruel words painted on windows (and
windows broken) it doesn't seem likely to be related. But by the end of the book you discover the
crimes are connected, and our local salon owner is the one who figured everything out when the

police failed.This is a refreshing book where salon owner Savannah keeps thinking and doing things
to figure out what happened. I liked her calm and collected methods of doing what needs to be done
and not being forceful or flashy about her sleuthing. Characters came across as real people,
situations sometimes comical, sometimes horrifying, and details rich with description filled the
pages. This is unlike any of the author's other works, this in my opinion is one of her best and not to
be missed!

This is the first book of a new series and I am sure there will be many more to come. It has great
characters,vivid and realistic. An interesting story and a strong leading character who follows thru till
the end. It is another great job by Constance Barker.I received this copy in return for my honest
review and honestly you should read it.

As a member of the ARC I am giving an honest review, it was a great book, at first it was slow, for
me, but then it picked up, I am going to venture out and say that the violence that was written in the
book was really hardly any violence at all, yes a murder was committed, but that happens in any
mystery book, but it wasn't a gruesome one, and glass was broken and some words were written on
them but that was it. And as it was my understanding this is the first book of this series so it is a
good one, and it is funny it had my laughing until I cried. I personally don't really like telling what it is
about because it ruins the books for some people, others already give the storyline, what I like to do
is give the feel of the book, so here goes, the characters are done well, the plot is slow, but it does
pick up and move quickly afterwards, I have read other books from this author and they are
wonderful books and I do hope she comes out with a second book for this series, and I think she
does....so if you follow this author I would recommend you get this book it is worth the read....

If you're looking for a book about a small southern town and it's quirky inhabitants, this book is for
you. When murder shocks their town, Savannah, owner of the local beauty salon, with the help of
her employees and the townspeople who gather at her place of business to share "news", decides
to investigate. This story brings to light the age old question of "Do we really, truly know a person?"
A very interesting read by Constance Barker.* I received a copy of this book from the author in
exchange for an honest review.

This is going to be a great new series by Constance Barker. The characters are quirky and
relatable. Well, being from the south I can relate to them, especially the small town part...you feel

you know everyone and everything...then WHAM...you don't really know everything. There is
intrigue, maybe not nail biting, but surely nail trimming or painting. There are chain saws, shotguns,
moonshine stills and a tan trench coat...all wrapped around a beauty shop and some great gossip. I
was given a copy of this book by the author...I hope she has many more books to write as I have
lots more time to read great books!

I picked this book for a cheap price. I totally enjoyed it. Since this is a first in the series I will be
looking to continue reading it. Set in Louisiana it involves a murderer of course. The owner of a hair
salon Savannah and her friend decided to find out who murdered a women named Annie. Everyone
like Annie but find out she was not such an angel. It's a fun read, with bayou, stills and whatnot.
Read it and enjoy.

3.5 stars Unanswered questions. Easy to follow but does not tie everything together. Maybe one
needs reads a complete series back to back. Interesting storyline. Believable characters with distinct
personalities and thought-provoking, snarky dialogue.'Nellie came in and said that all her boys were
back home at last, and the house was back to its usual chaos.Sarah observed that Nellieâ€™s boys
were wild animals, so living in her house must be like living outdoors.Nellie allowed as how that was
true.'No desire to re-read this story. I may be interested in other works by this author.

I got this as an ARC in exchange for an honest review. I was very excited for the chance to read the
first book in a new series by one of my favorite authors early. I was hooked from the very beginning
and I loved getting to know the characters. There was so much detail and interesting things
happening I couldn't put the book down. I hope there will be many more in this series, there are so
many interesting characters and I can't wait to read more about them!
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